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- Follow contract 
- Follow C.S. Board direction 
- Seek legal counsel, if needed 
- Regulation 1105 

o 2.1.11- Inform contractors, school bus drivers and aides of district/school policies. 
o 2.1.8-  Promote well trained and informed drivers and aides by sharing information regarding 

law, regulation or operational changes and establishing an annual refresher/training program. 
Such a program may be limited to written updates and notices. When applicable and available, 
districts shall ensure that each school bus driver and aide who performs their duties at any time 
during a school year in their district completes an annual in-service training program and 
maintain documentation of completion at their districts.- Important to have regular meetings or 
communications with drivers 

o 3.1.3- …District transportation supervisors may restrict a driver or aide from operating in their 
school system. 

- Documentation 
o Meetings with contractor 
o Good things that can be communicated to the contractor or other drivers  
o Incidents with specifics so can determine if isolated or general problem 
o Contract- Contract could say how will handles such issues- penalties, corrective actions. If 

doesn’t, negotiate an addendum. 
o School policies communicated to the parents  

- Operational Control 
o Symptoms that are allowing contractor to control 

 Driver’s restrictions to who rides. What is school’s disciplinary policy and process as 
well as school’s driver procedures? 

 Telling parents to contact contractor- Should always go through the TS so information is 
not filtered and have the overall picture 

 Duties can be delegated, but responsibilities cannot 
o  Communications- two-way communications for driver is required by the DE Code.  

 Driver- Best if direct to the TS from the driver- timely and in control 
 TS- Contact driver directly so will know the situation or be able to offer immediate 

guidance that could involve safety; otherwise might not hear; bad news doesn’t get better 
with time. 

o Deal directly with the contractor on major issues and document. Schedule regular meetings and 
visit the contractor’s yard periodically to stimulate communications and help prioritize issues. 

- Breach of Contract- Title 14, §2903 
o Understand there are limited contractors  
o Can possibly identify a single route to pull if have the documentation and identify in the contract 

- Other recommendations 
o Resolve money issue quickly and appropriately 
o 1. Identify specific issues and prioritize, 2. Recommended plans, 3. Timeline 
o Driver briefings/training before school start and periodically 


